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1. The Tegretted Polish mathematician S. Lubelski, who met his 
death in world war II, left to his colleague J. G. van der Corput a manu
script titled: Zahlentheorie. In the years after the war this manuscript, 
which contained a preliminary version of a book on theory of numbers, 
was studied in the Mathematical Centre at Amsterdam. Although in the 
meantime a large number of books and memoirs on the subject had 
appeaTed it turned out that the manuscript contained several new results. 
After having been placed in the scope of the classical and modern litera
ture, these results are worth to be published separately. 

In the present note the first of these results are given. 
As is well known Hermite has proved the following theorem: 
If f(x 11 ••• , Xn) is a positive quadratic form with deter,minant D and 

M (f) is the srnallest positive val11,e off for integral 1Jalues of the variables, 

~ h«,'00 )f(j) .~ w<n-l)/2W. 
A simple proof is found in Cassels [l]. Later considerably sharper 

results were derived, a. o. by Minkowski and Blichfeldt (see Koksma 
[2]). In the special case of integral positive quadratic forms this theorem 
can be used to prove, that the number of classes of equivalent forms with 
a given determinant is finite. 

The analogous problem was also treated for other types of quadratic 
forms. Mordell [3 J and Oppenheim [ 4 J derived analogous results for 
indefinite quadratic forms. Here also must be mentioned the critical 
note by Landherr [7] and the treatment by Siegel [8], who uses 
Hermite's definition of a reduced indefinite form. l!'urther, Oppen
,heim [5, 6] and Siegel [9] treated the analogous problem for integral 
Hermitian forms. 
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Uer<1 quadra,tic forms will be considered, whose coefficients are 
elements of a, Euclidean ring, which is also the domain of values for thH 
variables. ln pf1rtieular those Euclidean rings will lle treated which consist 
of the integers of an inrnginary quaclratic number field. 

'l'he rrn~in results are given by theorems 1 and 2. In the ra,tional ease, 
theorem 1, :{0 just gives Hermite's estimate. It may be remarked th~1t 
theorem 1 is somewhat different from the original result in Lnbt~lski's 
manuscript, in so far as he restricted himself to the statements 1 ° and 3". 

Several indications were given by C. G. Lekkerkerker. 

z. In a Euclidean ring I we consider quadratic forms in n variables: 
r. 

f(:r.u ... , m,.) = ."}; aifmixi with (t;1 = ar;. 
i, f=I 

(1 is the set of possible values for the variables and also the coefficients a1, 

a.re elements of I.) · 
The discriminant of f is defined as the determinant of the coeffi

cients: det(aif), 
By a linear transformation 

n 

xi = ."}; oi1Y1 
i=I 

the form /(xi, ... , Xn) is transformed into a form 
n 

F (Yu ... , Yn) = ."}; bii Yi Yi· 
i, i=I 

The inverse transformation exists (in I), if and only if det (ci1) is 
a unit of I. Then f and .F represent the same elements of I. The forms a.re 
called (properly) equ,i-valent in the case, that the transformation has 
determinant 1 (the element "one" of I). Equivalence is reflexive, symnit.1-
tric and transitive. We have 

with 
I 

Cmi = C;m,; 
so 

det(bmt) = det(ai1)(det(c11)) 2 • 

It follows, that equivalent forms have the same discrilninant. We 
say, that f represents an eletneni of I properly, when this element occurs 
as a value of f with relatively prime a1i, ... , xn. Equivalent forms also 
represent the same elements 1n·operly. 

LEMMA 1. If in a Euclidean ring the quadratic form f represents the 
element a properly, there exists a form, which is equivalent to f and whose 
first coefficient is a. 
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Proof. <l is re1\1rt1S<)1nt~l<I. 
with relatively 

f, so w,, hi:1,ve a = f(i, 1 , ••• , ul'I.) 
to th(1 Uit,orem of Urn elt~men-

ta.ry di visora ( 1 ), in a. Eucfalean for a (
au . . . ) 

matrix . . . . . . we have 
, ... a""' 

(' :· • -·) ('.'1_1 ·.· ·. • • (~''. ·.·· .. ·l = (f'l 
, ·. · P,m ... q,,,.,.,., ,o 'l 

I 

wlwre det(p,1) and d(it a.re unit,s fHHl e1 is H, g.e.d. of the elementtl (ti!· 

( "') Applying this to the matrix : we have m = l l'lilld wo .find 
ti,4 i 

1 ) ( . l (' to ') 
Pu . . . 1_11 0 
. . . . . . : q :::; . 

(_ ... p •• , •""• i1,. 
llere det (Pit) a,nd q fLre units; t: is also r~ unit, as e is a g. <'·· d. of u1, ... , u" 
and ~"u ... , u,, a.re relatively prime. It is easy to prove that we can ma.ke 
<hlt(piJ) = q =, e = 1. 

" Now lot, Y; = .1' transforru f (tc1 , ... , x,.) into F' (th, ... , y,.). 
j,~1 

Then f and F a.ro equivalont iuHl f(iiu ... , u11 ) = lt'(l, O, ... , 0), so 
F(l, O, ... , 0) =: a. 

LIDMMA :2. The integer.~ of an ima.g-inar.11 quiulratic number field 
R(l(:.~~1) form <i Buolidea,n ring for --d "= --1, --2, ·-3, ··-7, -11 (and 
in 'IUJ other ca,.se). 

l 'Iii th68e EucUaean ri·ngs for given a ,1.nd fJ with fJ :f.= 0 there alwaJ/8 
tl.X>ists a n11:nu,er e, so tha,t !a - p~j 3 ~:;; ,i, I/JI\ where 

!' = ½ for -d -1, 'U = • for -d -7, -- r -
1, .,c,= l -d -2, fl 

~ for -d -11. - - ii --
V = I for -d -- -3, 

1'h.cse values of 1? ca;mot be 1·e1>laced b!I snuiller one,~. 
Remarks. 1. Ford 3 (rnod,i) we have i, = ¼(l+d), for (l = 4k-l 

we have v 0= kll/(,ik-1). 

2. For the Euclidean ring of t,he ra,tiona.l integers the sa.me holds 
with 1, = t· 

( 1 ) See van der \Vae1·den, Jlo<lerrt(' a!gellra, § 108. 
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3. The five imaginary quadratic number fields, whose integers form 
a Euclidean ring, were first mentioned by Dickson. The smallest possible 
values of v a.re due to Reinhold [10]. 

3. In the following we restrict the Euclidean rings to those of 
lemma 2 and the ring of the ra.tional integers; as a further restriction we 
only consider forms with discriminant -:f:; 0. Now we introduce the notion 
of a reduced form (standard form). For 11, = 1 every form is a reduced one; 
further we define (by induction): a reduced form f(x1, ... , Xn) = 

n 

= 2 aiixixi is a form, which has the following properties: 
i,i-1 

1. la111 ~ \a11 \v'~- for all i > I, where v is the number v of lemma 2 
and v = ¼ for the ring of the rational integers. 

2. There is no equivalent form, for which la11 I is smaller and positive. 
n 

3. 7 (x2, ... , Xn) = a11 f(xi, ... , Xn)-( ,2 a1; X1}3 is a reduced form. 
i-1 

THEOREM 1. 1 ° Every class of equivalent forms contains a reduced form. 
2° For a reduced form in n variables we have 

laul ~ w<n-l)l2V[D\, 

where D is the discriminant and w = max ( ( 1 - v )-1, 4). 

3° If a form in n variables is reduced and is not a zero form, we have 

(A zero forrn is a, form, which has the value 0 for a set of values of the 
variables, which are not all 0.) 

Proof. 1° We give a proof by induction. For n = 1 there is nothing 
to be proved. Now we suppose that the statement holds for n-1 varia
bles, and prove it for n variables. 

Let a be a number with smallest possible positive absolute value, 
represented properly by a given class of equivalent forms in n variables. 
According to lemma 1 this class contains a form 

n 

f(xi, ... , Xn) = ,J; aiixixi, with a11 = a. 
i, i=l 

This form satisfies the second condition for reduced forms. Now let 

n 

f(x2, .. ,,xn) = a11f(x1, ... ,xn)-(,J;a1ixi)• 
i=l 
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and let ,j be the diBOriminant of }. By the transformation (4i,), with 
a0 = b,1 for i > 1, the form ~+}(.r,1, ... , ..r,.) with ltiscrlminant A i1 
transformed into the form •uf with discriminant ar1 D. As the transfor
mation h&S determinant •u, we ba.ve a!1 LI = a~11J. So ,1 #- 0 .. Then 
we may apply the induction hn>othesis to J; this says, that} (x1 , ••• , x,.) 
is equivalent to a. roduood form 1'(y1 , ••• , y,.). Let (dil},. 1., ....... be 
the corresponding transformation; it has determirumt l. Let d11 , ••• , d111 

be numbers of the Euclidean ring with 

.. 
!aud11+ laHdi1j ~ Jca11 [Vt1 for j = 2, ... , n; 

,-2 

such numbt-rs exist &eicording to lenuna. 2. Now we put d11 = 1, "'' == 0 
for i = 2, ... , t1 a.nd apply the transformation (d,1) to /(~1 , ••• , :ii,.); tbia 
transformation also has determinant I. We get a form F(y1 , .. . , y,.) ,. 
= 2 b;1.l/i!IJ· Now we ha.ve 

i, -1 

,. 
bii = 2 ak,dltid,IJ, whert1 d11 = 1, d11 = ... = d,.1 = 0. 

k, 1-1 .. 
:Por i = 1 this gives bi1 = 2 a11 d11 ; from this it follows aga,in, that 

1-t .. -
bu= a11 • Now for j = 2, ... , n we have [J;a,1dul ,,; \a11 1V't1, so 

1-1 

ib11 i ~ jb11 j¥1'. This means, that F satisfies the first condition for reduood 
forms. 

" By the transformation, thti linear form 2 a1,ai, is transformed 
, .. 1 . .. 

into ,! • 1,di,Y, = ,!b1,?/f · As the tra.nsformation also transforma 1 into 
i, f-1 1-1 

F, we get 
ti 

F(y., ... , y,.) == baF(y,, ... , y,.)-( \..,b11Y1)•. 
f.:t 

Here F is reduced, so F satisfies the third condition for reduood forms. 
Now Ji satisfies the three conditions for reduood forms, henoo F 

is a. reduced form. 
2° For n = 1 the statement is trivial. 
Now a.t first we sh&ll prove it for n = 2. So we consider a reduced 

form f(::011 ;:r,1) = a11::0~+2a11 a11:01 +a22 x~. We distinguish two oa.ses: 
a11 =I= 0 a.nd au = 0. 
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In the first case 1a111 ¾ (a 22 (, so 

(au! 2 ¾ !ana22! ¾. (aua22-ai2\ + (a12! 2 ¾. !a11a22- ai2l +v !a11( 2 

= !D!+v(a11 (2 , 

hence (1-v)(a11 (2 ¾. !DI, and so 

!au\ ¾ (l-v)-112v1-D1 ¾ w11zvW[. 

In the second case f(x 11 x2 ) = x1 (a11 x1 +2a12 x2). In the Euclidean 
ring there is a number u, such that 

Then 

Now the proof for n > 2; we suppose that the statement is true 
for a smaller number of variables than n. We consider the reduced form 

n 

f(x 11 ••• , Xn) = 2 aiixixi. Then 
i, f=l 

n 

i(x2, ... , Xn) = a11 f(xu ... , Xn)-(~alixi) 2 

i=l 

is also a reduced form; its first coefficient is a11 a22 - ai 2 and its discri
minant is a~1- 2 D (see proof 1°). So according to the induction hypothesis 

It is easy to see, that the form a11 xi+2a12 x1x2 +a22 x;, whose discrimi
nant is a11 a22 -ai2, is also a reduced form. So 

Then 

which gives 

so that 

n-l----
(a11(2¾W(a11a22-ai2! ¾Wn/Z V(au!n-Z(D(, 

3° For a reduced form in n variables, which is not a zero form, we find 
in the same way: 



Rt•ma.rk. A da,ss of equivalent, q,mdra,tic fornu, in n n\riables with 
'n, ! 

d.iserimimmt, D always contains a form with !<t11 l ~< (1--v) (" n;z Y'iDi, 
H the forms of the cla,ss are zero forms, there is a, form with a 11 ,= O 

Bind for this it is trmJ (but tbis form is not a reduC(,,'{l form in the sfmse of 
nur definit.ion). 

Ai ~n import11out; oons<}quence of theorem 1 we ha,ve 

T1mo1tElC 2. Th,1 1u1rnlwr of das,qe11 of equfoalent q~tatlratic forms in n 
ooriabfo1 with a gitien di.-tcriniiMn.f. is finite. 

Proof . .Acmorciing to thoorem l every class (}ontains a roduoed form; 
so it is suf.fichmt t-0 pr<n'e, Uu~t the munbcr of reduood forrns in n varia
bles vrith a given discriminant is finite. \Ve 1n·ovo this by induction. For 
n ''"' lit is trtu1. (For n ,~-cl a,nd a given D there is one form: Dari.) Now .. 
le.t !((1111 ••• , :o,.) .,,,, 2,' aiixia;1 be fL reduct'ld form with discriminant D. 

i. i ·•• l 
It follows from 

111 1 .,·· ,c,<"·· 1>,-2~ 1;·r··>-1· 
I ·u •:c · V I· , (i=2, ... ,n), 

that for a givEm J) there is only 11 finite numb-0r of possible sets a 11 , •.. , arn. 

Next, 
" 

auf(tci, ... , .i:i.,.) = (Lt•liwir +](;Vs, ... , X.i;.), 
i-I 

where J is again a, r<.1duced form. Por given D and au the <liscrimina.nt 
of J is determined (a~\- 2 D), so there is only u, finite number of possibilities 
for l (induction hypothesis). 

'I'heu for a given D there is only a, finite number of possibilities for f. 
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